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The increased integration of the new generation technologies into the electric power system (EPS) which are
mainly inverter-based changes its characteristics. The main issue that arises is the appearance of faster frequency
dynamics that are caused by production connected through inverters. This leads to the need for changing con
ventional under-frequency load shedding (UFLS) schemes because, in cases of high dynamics of frequency
change, conventional UFLS algorithms are not able to stop initial frequency drop and prevent power system
collapse. This paper proposes reconfiguration method for conventional strategies transforming their response
from static and inflexible to a dynamic and adaptive one. The focus of the paper is the proposed method for
dynamical change of UFLS stage thresholds to minimize the number of activated UFLS stages during a particular
disturbance event and therefore enable more efficient response of the system to further disturbances. The method
effectiveness was demonstrated on a multi-machine power system model consisting of various generation
technologies.

1. Introduction
The characteristics of the conventional bulk electric power system
are significantly changed due to increased renewable energy sources
(RES) integration. The main difference is manifested in the much faster
dynamics of frequency change caused by the reduced inertia of the EPS.
Inertia becomes time variable and dependent on energy mix of genera
tors in operation during the day. In such low-inertia conditions, the
frequency decline during the loss of generation (LOG) events is faster [1]
and the probability of activation of under-frequency load shedding
protection schemes (UFLS) increases in order to maintain system fre
quency stability. UFLS is one of the basic protection measures of the
transmission system operators (TSO) to maintain the system stability
and prevent possible black-outs due to a large frequency deviation. The
conventional basic principle is to disconnect a pre-determined part of
the consumption, usually divided into several stages with activation
triggers with frequency drop below the set value [2]. However, in the
cases of high dynamics of frequency change manifested particularly in
small time window after the disturbance, conventional UFLS algorithms
based solely on frequency deviation are not able to stop further fre
quency drop and prevent power system collapse. Therefore, a need to

improve and adapt conventional UFLS algorithms to the new conditions
in the EPS is visible. In view of a typical characteristic of modern smart
power systems defined with potentially high values of ROCOF [3]
(rate-of-change-of-frequency) during normal system operation the un
wanted relay operation or UFLS activation caused by it can lead to even
larger problems due to the additional and cascading LOG. Furthermore,
these problems can be caused by false loss-of-mains (LOM) relay acti
vation [4] that can happen due to load connection/disconnection,
transient phenomena, or any fault in the network. These phenomena
lead many power systems operators to adjust the ROCOF withstand
capability threshold like the Irish and UK TSOs [5] which have increased
the ROCOF threshold values from 0.5 Hz/s to 1 Hz/s. Also, new key
performance indices (KPI) have to be defined and calculated in order to
prepare automatic reaction of relay and control protection systems [6].
A connection is observed between the ROCOF relays and the UFLS
protection; the higher the number of activated generator ROCOF relays
during a disturbance in the system, the greater the LOG in the system
and thus the greater burden on the UFLS protection. The basic idea of
this paper is to develop an algorithm that will combine the signal of an
individual generator ROCOF relays and conventional UFLS protection
system to propose a new adaptive UFLS protection scheme (Special
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Protection Schemes) that can reduce the total amount of shed and draw
its amount close to the theoretical minimum.

proven to be effective, the main common drawback is their need for an
accurate and credible ROCOF value measurement. Due to the synchro
nous generator swinging, the measured ROCOF values can vary greatly
depending on the measurement window. Contrary to those methods, this
paper proposes a method which is not dependent on the ROCOF mea
surements but only uses the information of the activation of generator’s
ROCOF relay, i.e., the values 1 and 0 as an indicator of whether the
ROCOF relay was activated.

1.1. Literature survey
The term adaptive UFLS technique is not a new one and can be found
in the literature. As presented in [7], adaptive UFLS techniques can be
divided into several groups depending on the principle on which they
are based on: event-based, response-based, ROCOF-based and adaptive
with frequency prediction. The proposed technique in this paper is based
on the combination of two mentioned groups: ROCOF-based with the
inclusion of frequency prediction adaptation.
Several papers propose different adaptive techniques that depend on
frequency prediction. The work done in [8] proposes a method that
adjusts the UFLS settings based on the predicted frequency minimum
fnadir, but governor turbine controls, which significantly affects fnadir and
the moment when it will happen, were not taken into account when
predicting the frequency minimum. The paper [9] takes into account the
turbine governor controls when forecasting the frequency minimum, but
this method can be only applied to the single-machine power system.
The method presented in [10] adjusts UFLS settings according to the
predicted power deficit in the system but this prediction of the power
deficit is done off-line and is based on the historical data and probability
density functions which means that it has limited adaptability. Methods
described in papers [11, 12] and [13] aim to achieve optimal UFLS
settings but use models for predicting frequency trajectory and fnadir that
are constrained to utilization of low-order turbine models making them
less accurate. Compared to the above-presented methods, the proposed
method for fnadir prediction in this paper takes into account all of the
most important segments such as: i) turbine governor controls, ii)
multi-machine power system iii) real-time calculation during the
disturbance event and in combination improves on the drawbacks of
above presented methods inherently have.
Furthermore methods presented in papers [14]–[16] dynamically
adjust UFLS stages thresholds in real-time. In [14], the UFLS thresholds
are dynamically changed according to the estimation of fnadir but fails to
estimate fnadir in the case of several UFLS stages activation. The inter
esting method for real-time adjusting UFLS settings is proposed in [15]
and [16] which is based on a single-step shedding. However, the
single-step load shedding methods are less effective compared to
multi-step load shedding regarding the amount of total load capacity to
be shed and its ability to withstand larger disturbances. Again,
compared to above presented methods, the UFLS algorithm proposed in
this paper is based on a multi-step load shedding principles and uses
fnadir estimation method which is able to estimate fnadir in cases of mul
tiple UFLS stages activation.
Promising state-of-the-art methods for designing adaptive UFLS
protection schemes are based on ROCOF. The ROCOF parameter is
mainly used to estimate the generation power deficit and correspond
ingly determine the precise amount of load to be shed. The paper [17]
introduces an effective technique for LOG event estimation by using
local ROCOF measurements. The traditional multistage UFLS design
improved by incorporating the ROCOF relays signal of distributed
generators is presented in [18]. The method is probability-based, and its
capability was verified on Iran national grid. In addition to the use of
ROCOF, a rate of change of frequency of loads (ROCOFL) indicator can
also be used to determine the required amount of load to be shed. Such
an approach is presented in [19, 20]. The application of the ROCOF relay
signal can also be used not only to determine the required amount of
load to be shed but also as a parameter of the decision whether to
activate the UFLS as it was shown in [21]. The idea of defining UFLS
thresholds, not solely depending on the frequency deviation from the
nominal value, but depending on the ROCOF value, was proposed in
[22]. The method allows a more effective and faster UFLS response and
adaptability which is of great importance for modern EPS with reduced
inertia. Although the UFLS ROCOF-based methods presented above have

1.2. Contribution
Based on the literature survey provided, this paper aims to cover the
main drawbacks of the mentioned state-of-the-art literature which can
be summarized in the following key points:
• Disregard of turbine governor controls;
• Usage of single-machine power system model;
• Off-line adaptation of setting thresholds and disability to adapt
during the disturbance event;
• Usage of single-step load shedding principles;
• fnadir estimation method which is unable to accurately estimate fnadir
in cases of multiple UFLS stages activation;
• Requirement for an accurate and credible ROCOF value
measurement.
Therefore, the contributions of this paper that improve on the
drawbacks identified in currently available proposals of adaptive UFLS
methods are as follows:
• Design of a novel UFLS scheme based on multi-machine model with
inclusion of turbine governor reaction with adaptive thresholds for
avoiding unnecessary activation of particular UFLS stages;
• Design of a UFLS scheme based on real-time prediction method of
fnadir which is able to predict fnadir taking into account multiple UFLS
stages activations;
• Independence from ROCOF measurements and can be applied to the
multi-machine power system model consisting of various types of
generating units.
This paper is an extension of the paper published at the MED
POWER2020 conference [23] and is structured as follows: section II
provides a description of proposed adaptive UFLS; section III describes
the power system model on which the method effectiveness was tested;
the results are presented in section IV and conclusions are given in
section V.
2. Proposed design of dynamic adaptive UFLS protection
The need to activate UFLS usually arises in the case of large distur
bance like significant loss of generation (LOG) event. This paper pro
poses adaptive UFLS based on the combination of the generator ROCOF
relay activation signal (binary signal: 0 or 1) and the frequency nadir
estimation. The ROCOF relay signal is used to provide information about
LOG event or transmission line outage event and the frequency nadir
estimation is used to obtain information on possible UFLS activation and
readjustment of UFLS stages. The main idea is to adjust the UFLS relay
settings in order to allow their reaction before the frequency can
significantly drop to levels threatening cascading blackouts. In the
following chapter, the implementation of the proposed adaptive UFLS
scheme is explained in detail.
2.1. Frequency nadir estimation
The method for frequency nadir estimation was adopted from pre
vious work of authors [24] and adjusted for the particular application
proposed in this paper. In brief, the method from [24] is based on the
2
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Fig 1. The block scheme of ROCOF relay signal utilization.

system frequency response parabolic approximation. The minimum
value of the developed parabolic function approximates the exact fre
quency nadir value. The method is proven to be very effective, simple,
and accurate. The advantage of the developed parabolic approximation
method is its capability to be applied to the multi-machine power system
and its utilization of the full-order turbine models, while at the same
time maintaining quick calculation capability.
The goal of the frequency nadir estimation algorithm is to obtain the
frequency nadir fnadir as a function F depending on the LOG size Plog, total
load amount to be shed PUFLS , ith generator’s inertia constant Hi, and ith
generator’s droop constant Ri:
)
f nadir = F (R1 , R2 , ...Ri , H1 , H2 , ...Hi , Plog , PUFLS
(1)

where fn is the nominal frequency, fUFLS 1.stage is the frequency at which
UFLS 1st stage activates, Hsys is the average system inertia and can be
calculated as shown in Eq. (5):
∑n
Si Hi
Hsys = ∑i=1
(5)
n
i=1 Si
where Si is the nominal power of the ith generator. Note that the de
nominator of Eq. (4) is the ROCOF. In addition, the approximation errors
are small because x is approximated in a very short time interval. To
calculate x for the 2nd UFLS stage, the next equation (Eq. (6)) is applied:
xUFLS

The fnadir function is given in its polynomial form, but the explicit
expression of the function will not be written here, for the sake of
simplicity, because it consists of several hundred coefficients for the
power system consisting of 10 power plants. The parameters Hi and Ri
are assumed to be known for each power plant, while the parameter Plog
is obtained using the ROCOF relay signal.
However, the method for the fnadir approximation developed in [24]
does not consider the case of the UFLS event occurrence. The papers [25,
26] provide an analytical approach for determining fnadir considering
UFLS settings. The proposed methods are only applicable to the
single-machine power systems with low-order turbine models. To
develop the fnadir prediction method considering UFLS settings and
applicable to the multi-machine power system with full-order turbine
models, the method from [24] was extended by adding the following
factors expressed in Eq. (2):
k
∑

P(t)UFLS =

PUFLS

(

nth stage ⋅u

t − xUFLS

nth stage

)
#

(3)

xUFLS

1. stage =

f ULFS
Plog
2⋅Hsys

1.stage

⋅f n

1.stage −
Plog − PUFLS
2×Hsys

f ULFS
1.stage

2.stage

×f n

(6)

The main purpose of the usage of ROCOF relay signal, once the relay
activation occurs i.e., due to power plant tripping, is to send a binary
signal to set the real value for Plog in (1). Furthermore, the purpose of
ROCOF relay signal is to set value “0′′ for the corresponding parameters
Hi and Ri in (1) that are related to particular production unit. The block
implementation is shown in Fig. 1.
The switch block passes the signal through the input signal 3 as long
as the ROCOF value is below the set threshold. The function of the SR
bistable block is to hold output signal after the power plant tripping.
Initial condition (state of Q) is set to 1. The parameter Pgi in Fig. 1
represents the current power plant production and is defined in Eq. (7)
where n is the total number of power plants in the observed system.

The value of xUFLS nth stage is not uniquely determined, but a rather very
precise approximation of the value that can be obtained based on the
initial ROCOF measurement. The justification for this is that UFLS
activation will only occur in the case of very large disturbances which
will cause a rapid frequency drop, for example around 1 Hz/s. In this
case, UFLS activation occurs before production units could contribute
significantly by injecting additional power and thus potentially reduce
the initial ROCOF. Therefore, x will mainly be affected by ROCOF and
can be determined by Eq.(4):
fn −

f ULFS

2.2. Utilization of ROCOF relay signal

(2)

where P(t)UFLS is the activated power (disconnected load power) as a
function of time (t), PUFLS nth stage is a load to be shed in a particular UFLS
stage, k is a total number of the UFLS stage, xUFLS nth stage represents a
moment in time when the nth UFLS stage activates, u(t) is Heaviside step
function defined as in Eq. (3):
0, t < 0
1, t ≥ 0

(Eq. 4) +

where fUFLS 2.stage is the frequency at which UFLS 2nd stage activates,
PUFLS 1.stage is the amount of the load that was to be shed in the 1st stage.
The expressions for the remaining UFLS stages can be calculated anal
ogously. It should be noted that the values, i.e., the time obtained for x as
a moment of activation for the third, fourth, and fifth UFLS stages are
likely to be less than the actual values because in those moments the
power plant’s contributions become more significant. This can be
considered as an analysis of the marginal (best) case, that is, if the model
shows that there will be an activation of, e.g., UFLS 3rd stage, then it
would actually occur in the real power system. In addition, a small
difference between the actual value of fnadir and the one calculated by
Eq. (1) may exist because Eq. (1) does not consider the limitation of the
primary power reserve of the individual power plant.

n=1

u(t) = {

2. stage =

n
∑

Plog =

Pgi

(7)

i=1

2.3. Dynamically adaptive UFLS block scheme
The dynamic adaptive UFLS block scheme proposed in this paper is
capable of adjusting the frequency thresholds of the various UFLS stages
according to the estimated frequency nadir which is by itself changed in
accordance to the actual activation of different stages. When a power

(4)
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Fig. 2. The decision-making block of the proposed algorithm.

provides an insight into the expected fnadir and how many UFLS stages
are expected to be activated. To determine at which UFLS stage the
threshold should be increased, the decision-making block was developed
and is shown in Fig. 2. The output of the relational operator ‘less than’ in
Fig. 2 can be either 0 or 1. The decision-making block parameters were
modified according to the actual UFLS settings in the Croatian electric
power system which are shown in Table I. According to Fig. 2, if the fnadir
value is anticipated to be higher than 49.00 Hz, the UFLS settings remain
as in the conventional scheme (Table I). However, if the fnadir value falls
below 49.00 Hz, then the decision-making block determines which
thresholds should be increased.
To increase the UFLS threshold settings for an incremental step
factor, an additional block performing that action was developed. This
function block is shown on Fig. 3. The increment step factor can be set to
the arbitrarily value, but in this case, it is set to be 0.2 Hz. Generally, the
larger the increment step, the greater the contribution of the proposed
UFLS scheme. Fig. 3 shows only the UFLS 1st stage, while for other UFLS
stages, the parameters UFLS threshold, the increment step, and the
amount of load to be shed should be changed according to the desired

Table I
UFLS settings of the Croatian EPS.
UFLS stage

Frequency [Hz]

Load-shedding [%]

Total load-shedding [%]

1. stage
2. stage
3. stage
4. stage
5. stage
6. stage

49.00
48.80
48.60
48.40
48.20
48.00

5
10
10
10
10
5

5
15
25
35
45
50

plant trip occurs, Eq. (1) estimates the fnadir value according to the
disturbance expressed as Plog size. If in this way calculated fnadir value is
between, for example, the 2nd and 3rd UFLS threshold stages, the al
gorithm increases the thresholds for the first and second UFLS stages to
react earlier to potentially avoid activating also the third UFLS stage,
thus reducing the total load shed amount. To consider the percentage of
load shedding, while estimating fnadir value in the case ULFS is activated,
the parameter P(t)UFLS from Eq. (2) was added to the Eq. (1). This value
4
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Fig. 3. Function block designed to increase of the UFLS thresholds.

Fig. 4. Dynamic adaptive UFLS protection model.

UFLS settings.
When the frequency falls below the UFLS threshold, the output of the
relational operator ‘greater than’ sends the value “0′′ to the switch block
which then passes the signal through the input 3 and the value “1′′ is set
to S input of the SR bistable block. In that way, the UFLS stage is acti
vated. The function is reset when the frequency returns to the nominal
value.
The advantage of the proposed method is that it provides the system

with the same or greater response compared to the conventional UFLS
method. In other words, if the proposed method is not activated, the
same contribution is retained similar to the conventional UFLS method,
while if the proposed method activates, then a higher contribution is
provided to the system in the initial stages and therefore activations of
further UFLS stages could be avoided and total load shed can be reduced.
The measurement and communication delays in the system can
reduce the efficiency of the algorithm if the input data is not accessible
5
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Table II
Power plants parameters.
Parameters

HPP1

HPP2

HPP3

HPP4

HPP5

HPP6

TPPrt1

TPPrt2

TPPrt3

TPPnrt

Nominal power

100
MW
3.5
4%
0.2s
5
0.4
0.95
–
–
–

150
MW
4
6%
0.25s
5.5
0.45
1
–
–
–

200
MW
3
5%
0.3s
6
0.35
1.05
–
–
–

200
MW
5s
5%
0.2 s
6s
0.5 s
1.05 s
–
–
–

250
MW
5s
5%
0.3 s
6.5 s
0.4 s
1.10 s
–
–
–

300
MW
4s
4%
0.25 s
7s
0.45 s
1.00 s
–
–
–

100 MW

200 MW

300 MW

200 MW

6s
5%
0.2 s
–
–
–
7s
0.25 s
0.35

5
6%
0.25
–
–
–
6
0.3
0.3

6
5%
0.3
–
–
–
8
0.35
0.35

5
4%
0.25
–
–
–
–
0.3
–

Inertia constant H
Droop RH,T
Governor time constant TG
Reset time TR
Transient droop RT
Turbine time constant TW
Reheater time constant TRH
Control valve time constant TCH
Fraction of the power in the high-pressure steam turbine
FHP

Fig. 5. The power system model.

before the frequency reaches the value at which UFLS Stage 1 activates.
However, the time required for UFLS to activate varies from system to
system but is generally greater than one second as shown by the 2016
South Australia Blackout [27] or 2019 UK Blackout case [28]. The paper
[29] shows that the delays in using PMU associated with various
communication links are estimated to be 100 ms - 300 ms. Therefore,
delays averaging 200 ms do not significantly affect the proper operation
of the proposed algorithm.
The complete dynamically adaptive UFLS protection model is shown
in Fig. 4. It should be noted that the PMUs are owned by the TSO, while
the ROCOF relays are part of the power plant, but with their coopera
tion, the scheme in Fig. 4 could be realized.

represented by Eq. (8). Thermal generating unit with a reheat turbine
model is represented by Eq. (9) and thermal generating unit with a
non-reheat turbine model by Eq. (10).

3. Power system model

All relevant power plants parameters are given in Table II for each
generating unit.
As the initial ROCOF directly depends on the amount of inertia in a
certain area, the power system is divided into 3 areas. The areas differ in
total generation capacity as well as in the amount of inertia as shown on
Fig. 5. The inertia constant for each area shown in Fig. 5 is calculated
according to the base capacity of the corresponding area. Despite the
uncertainty associated with the production from RES, the proposed al
gorithm works regardless of the number and type of production units,

HPP(s) =

1
1
1 + sTR
1 − sTW
) ⋅
⋅
⋅
RH 1 + sTG
1 + 0.5sTW
RT
1 + s( RH TR

(8)

TPPrt (s) =

1
1
1 + sFHP TRH
⋅
⋅
RT 1 + sTG (1 + sTCH )(1 + sTRH )

(9)

TPPnrt (s) =

The method effectiveness is tested on a multi-machine power system
model. The power system consists of 10 power plants: 6 hydropower
plants, 3 thermal power plants with a reheat steam turbine, and 1
thermal power plant with a non-reheat turbine. The total capacity of the
modelled system is 2 GW. Generating units are represented with the fullorder turbine models [30]. Hydropower generating unit turbine model is
6

1
1
⋅
RT 1 + sTCH

(10)
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Fig. 6. Comparison of conventional UFLS and proposed adaptive UFLS.

Fig. 7. The comparison of the nominal voltage waveform and voltage waveform during a disturbance.

including RES, in operation at any given moment. RES that are able to
provide a virtual response would be modelled by a convenient transfer
function, usually with a small time constant. In addition, if WPPs are
present in the system, the value of their inertia constant is simply added
to the algorithm just as it is done for synchronous generators. Besides,
the system inertia can be monitored and measured in real-time as it is
presented in [31]. Due to the difference in the inertia constants of in
dividual areas and the disturbance propagation, the ROCOF values in
individual areas differ. It primarily depends on the fault location, so it is

possible to simulate the case in which only a subset of all power plants
trips due to the activation of ROCOF relays, while the power plants in
other segments of the system remain connected to the network because
their ROCOF relays did not detect ROCOF higher than the set threshold.
The paper [32] shows that the ROCOF value in one area can be 2–3 times
higher than the measured ROCOF value in other areas within the same
power system.
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reconfiguration of conventional UFLS strategies. By combining real-time
information on the generator’s states, turbine-governor parameters, and
frequency nadir estimation, the effectiveness of the UFLS function is
significantly improved. The approach focuses on the usage of the data
about the generator current power, inertia constant and droop constant
that are used by the algorithm to estimates the frequency nadir in the
case of LOG event. Given the state of the system and the estimated fre
quency nadir, the algorithm adjusts the UFLS relay settings and stages
thresholds. The main advantage of the proposed algorithm is that the
required number of UFLS stages to be activated is reduced compared to
the conventional strategies. The algorithm is capable of deciding when
and what UFLS relay stages setting need to be adjusted to avoid acti
vating further UFLS stages and avoid further load shedding. The func
tionality of the proposed method was tested on a multi-machine power
system consisting of various generation technologies. The tests showed
that the proposed ULFS method activates a smaller number of stages
compared to the conventional ULFS strategies. This means that the
system generally sheds a smaller part of consumers, approximately
around 5–10% of consumption, depending on the UFLS relay settings
and thus greatly reducing potentially associated costs and increasing the
overall social welfare.

Table III
UFLS model parameters.
Parameter

Adaptive UFLS system

Model measured value

xUFLS 1.stage
xUFLS 2.stage
fnadir (UFLS 1.stage)
fnadir (UFLS 1. stage+2.stage)
fnadir (UFLS 1.stage+2.stage+3.stage)

0.657
0.827
47.53
48.62
48.88

0.649 s
0.820 s
47.50 Hz
48.57 Hz
Not activated

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

4. Results
To show the advantages of the proposed dynamically adaptable UFLS
method compared to the conventional methods, simulation tests were
performed. A case was simulated in which two power plants from area 2,
i.e. HPP5 and TPPnrt, trip due to the ROCOF relay activation. It was
assumed that the power plants were operating at rated power, so there
was a power deficit of 0.225 p.u. (450 MW) created in the system as a
result of this outage. In the power system with the conventional UFLS
settings (Table I), the frequency drop would be stopped at 48.60 Hz
which means that three stages of UFLS would be activated for this LOG
event. However, if the proposed adaptive UFLS is implemented in the
system, with appropriate algorithm decisions of adjusting settings of
particular UFLS stages, 3rd UFLS stage activation was successfully
avoided as is shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 also shows the improved functionality of the algorithm in a
manner that it precisely recognized that it was only necessary to raise
the thresholds for the 1st and 2nd UFLS stages, while the threshold for
the 3rd UFLS stage remained unchanged. The thresholds were raised by
the increment step of 0.2 Hz, so this is the reason why in Fig. 6 the
conventional UFLS 1st stage and new UFLS 2nd stage match. In addition,
looking at the frequency response with the conventional UFLS algorithm
(blue line on Fig. 6), the great frequency overshoot, that occurred after
the activation of the 3rd UFLS stage, is observed. This is one of the very
common problems of conventional UFLS schemes. If too much load is
shed, the UFLS operation can actually worsen the frequency stability.
The reason for the occurrence of frequency overshoot lies in the fact that
after UFLS 3. stage activation took place, a great power surplus appeared
in the system. It is evident how important it is to avoid unnecessary
activations of individual UFLS stages since the backfire consequences
also need to be considered.
More details on the characteristics of the overall control system of
the proposed adaptive UFLS are given in Table III. It can be seen that the
moments in which the 1st and 2nd UFLS stages are activated were very
precisely calculated. The deviation from the model measured values is
less than 10 milliseconds. Furthermore, the developed approximation of
fnadir also shows great accuracy. For clarity, the value fnadir (UFLS 1.stage) in
Table III shows the fnadir in the case of UFLS 1.stage activation only. The
deviation is less than 50 mHz which is insignificant for the functionality
of the proposed UFLS algorithm. Note that the value of fnadir anticipated
by Eq. (1) considering UFLS 3rd stage is meaningless, because if the
UFLS 3rd stage activation occurs, then the minimum frequency value is
at least equal to the threshold value of that UFLS stage. In this case, it
should be set at the value of at least 48.60 Hz. The reason for this can be
found in the fact that frequency fall was actually stopped at the value
above the set threshold of UFLS 3rd stage.
In addition, Fig. 7 shows the change in voltage waveform as a result
of the frequency drop. Assuming that the value of the voltage magnitude
is constant (V0=1 p.u.) during the disturbance, the main difference is
manifested in the increase of the sine wave period in proportion to the
frequency deviation from the nominal value.
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